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Club News |
AGM 2017
The AGM was recently held at Bretton Village
Hall and as well attended as ever, thank you to
everyone who was able to attend and for all
the contributions, ideas and issues raised.

National Clarion
Championship Circuit

• We have 126 members, this will increase with more
Junior members being added. Membership fee kept at
£15 for 2018.

By Ian Hoyle

• Go Ride section is now thriving at the track and has a
healthy core of attendees. There are 19 new members
already signed up for 2018, including 7 who raced at the
National Clarion championships which were held at the
track in Wakefield.
• The track has now been open for just over a year and
we’re pleased to see it has been well received with
members taking to the track on Wednesday evenings
and weekly coaching sessions for Go-Riders.
• It is now possible to register and pay online via our
website and in 2018 the National Clarion are launching
their new on-line system which should make the
process for becoming and remaining a National Clarion
member easier.
• All existing officers re-elected apart from Membership
Secretary and Treasurer – Jonny Croston has stepped
down from these roles. John Clarke has volunteered to
take on the role of Treasurer, a new recorder will
therefore be required from February 2018. A new
membership secretary will also be required immediately.
Volunteers needed.
• Lisa Grove has taken on the role of social secretary.
• Trophies need to be returned to John Clarke asap, so
that new awards can be sorted out in time for the
awards night.
• Club standards were discussed and the committee will
review them and consult membership about any
proposed changes.
• After the successful running of the 2017 National
Clarion Road Race, it was agreed that Calder will
volunteer to host again in 2018. Ian Hoyle will need
support to do this.
• Club Kit was discussed, although there have been some
issues with Force GB they have been resolved and it
was agreed to continue using them to supply kit.
Further details from the AGM will be made available in the
coming weeks.

September 2017 saw Calder Clarions host the National
Clarion Closed Circuit Championships, this was at the
new cycle track. As an oﬃcial British Cycling race, we
were pleased to have a good turn out.
It's really heartening that so many club members
stepped up to support us, from competitors to
volunteers to supporters (you need all of these to be
successful). It shows the club is as strong as ever.
Steve Degnan was the highest placed Calder rider and is
the Calder Road Circuit Men's Champion for 2017, Holly
Kitching was the highest placed Lady and is the Calder
Lady Champion 2017. Congratulations to both. Full race
results are available on our website.

Talk about...

Turbo
Turbo training, love it or loath it, there’s more
to indoor training than just being the fair
weather cyclist’s ally.
For some, the annual ritual of deciding what
to wear (all based on repeatedly checking
the current mercury reading) followed by
time applying various layers, has us wistfully
thinking of the days when we could be out of
the house in less than 10 minutes (with more
time to work on those tan lines). Inevitably
there are days when it’s simply not safe to
get some miles in, so for some, turbos can
be a great alternative.

Our young cyclists didn't let us down; they flew the Calder flag high and showed tenacity and
enthusiasm racing in some horrendous weather conditions. Heavy rain, standing water on the
track and thunder. Braver than the grownups who hid in the gazebos eating Jonny Croston’s well
cooked sausages…! Here’s to our next round in 2018.

With online training videos and software, you
can ride virtually anywhere. Making it a
useful year-round tool to complement your
training needs.
And for the hardiest of us, out whatever the
weather, rain, shine, sleet and headwinds,
may your winter riding be safe and the post
ride pint all the more enjoyable. Here’s what
you have to say on indoor turbo training..
I have a watt bike and use the sufferfest app great
fun but hard!!
Carol O’Connor
I have a spin bike and use my own spin songs that
I have from years of classes in the gym!
Carolyn Stead

No indoor bike/ trainer just brave the weather
Fran Smith
I have a bkool pro and use the bkool simulator. I
just pick a route and ride it. Usually end up riding
against other people. It's quite a good laugh. GCN
videos on you tube are good but hard work.
Andy Ashmore
We have a Wahoo kickr trainer which I use with
FulGaz, Zwift or the GCN videos online, all
proved quite useful earlier on this year when I got
injured.
Simon Hunt
Spin 3 times plus strength and conditioning
Chris Tobin
Find indoor training akin to watching paint dry!
Lucie Jones

I sometimes use a basic magnetic trainer and use
cadence as a proxy for power measurement. I
think the best use for a turbo is structured
intervals. I am a cheapskate and use Rate of
Perceived Exertion (Borg scale) for zone setting.
Then do mixture of sessions to keep your body
guessing. British Cycling’s Insight Zone has
various plans. Turbo is only boring if you don’t
have a plan or you approach it in an aimless
manner.
I used the turbo a bit when I broke my collarbone
to maintain what fitness I had, and it is useful pre
cyclocross season to minimise the shock of racing.
Having said all that, most weeks I am lucky if I
manage to ride to work a couple of times and the
rest of the time I am running around after the
kids!
Chris James

Maybe not the best side of the town, so
must plan a return trip to explore some
more.
Just past Goole the shout of “Mechanical!” Sy had a broken rear spoke. About as far
away from home (and some might say
civilisation) as we could get. Fortunately
there was only the slightest twitch off true
on the rim, so a bit of metal bending (don’t
look Ian Smith) to get it out of the way and
on we rode.
We still had the wind behind us and were up
on schedule but knew it wouldn’t last. 10
metres before we swung south into the teeth
of the wind Wayne and Ian came to the
front. Bad timing or selfless riding? Either
way, I wasn’t at the front and that’s all that
mattered! No let-up in the pace.

Century ride | JD 100
By David Price
The old man placed down his pint of ale, and after a moment in thought,
said ‘Before the bitter winds of winter chill me to the bone, more than
anything else (apart from a second pint and a Rustlers) I wish to ride a nonstop 100, babe’. Well, never one to turn down a planning challenge, I set to
work on finding the flattest line. No hills!!!!
At 11am on 15th October, seven met at the usual place, five more than
anticipated. Dave Baxter, the Rapha Boys, Wayne, Adey with crossbar
snacks, John Dixon and me. I blamed John. He blamed me. We both
blamed the Pedigree. What could go wrong? Steady pace, keep the fluid
and fuel levels topped up and put Ian on the front to keep us on course.
We set out on the well-worn route from Wakey; Pinderfields, Methley,
Cas and Fairburn. The wind was 10-15mph and in our favour. From
previous experience of heading to the flatlands we know this can lead to
some over-enthusiastic pace-setting (so keep it steady lads), with a small
amount of climbing, just enough to warm up the legs.
From Fairburn we headed east, flat as a pancake, out through Gateforth
and Carlton to Goole. Good surfaces and only a couple of junctions to
negotiate. Some time was spent (about 5km) on the A645, which was
about as close as we got to a busy road, and we had a few roundabouts to
negotiate crossing the M62. A first visit to Goole for most of us. The
view from the chosen route was retail warehouses and industrial units.

“Just past Goole the shout of
“Mechanical!”. Sy had a
broken rear spoke. About as
far away from home (and
some might say civilisation)”
Crowle, Sykehouse and Womersley saw off the rest of the flat miles. A
quick shop stop for those who didn’t have the bottle for the ride – I
recommend 2 x 2 litres - and two stops for level crossings. We suspect
Dave ‘the (not so) fat controller’ Baxter was in radio contact with his
train driver colleagues to give us these enforced breaks. Thanks!
A little up and down as we passed through Darrington, Ackworth and
Crofton. Ian had something left in the tank and took to the front. A few of
us were starting to cramp up so happy to sit in and take a tow.
After the longest lead-out ever, the Asdale Road sprint was all that was
left. Not a day for PBs but some showed willing, at least for the first few
hundred metres. A quick look over the shoulder from Dave B, a
realisation he was up there on his own and we were all back together to
roll up to the pub. It’ll be there another day.
100 miles, one minor mechanical, plenty of gels and a few aching
muscles later we made it to the Swan & Cygnet (aka Tuesday club room)
in a touch under 6 hours. A couple of shandies to rehydrate (thanks John)
and a count-up of gel wrappers. There’s always a price to pay for a
Sunday pass out so John disappeared for a Chinese takeaway with his
wife and the rest tucked in to a well-earned carvery. Box ticked Mr D.
Thanks to everyone for making it an enjoyable (?) ride. See you all next
year for the JD 200!

A bi t o f f u n
Tuesday Evening Rides
By John Dixon
There are no planned routes for the Tuesday
rides, except the ones in Mr Price’s head. As he
doesn’t really do flat, most of the routes include
the odd hill or two, and where possible, trying
out of a few new lanes.
Leaving at 6.30pm from Thornes Park at a pace
similar to the peloton chasing down a breakaway,
(or at least what age and fitness will allow), we
head oﬀ to the unlit and hopefully car-free roads
of the nearby countryside, south-ish usually.
Depending on the route, there is always a race to
the top of any section of road that inclines
upwards. As I like to give it a go early on in an
ascent, the Rapha boys always see this as the
throwing down of a gauntlet and proceed to
chase me down, then battle each other to the
‘summit’ finish. It’s never ‘Chain Gang” serious
and everyone waits for the last up and ease oﬀ
for recovery.
As with all rides, the pace fluctuates throughout
the run and at its fastest, you can wave goodbye
to any comfort zones as the pain builds steadily
in your legs. And that is what Tuesdays are all
about, finding that bit extra but still having a
social ride.
The Cavalry Charge… Always a final sprint to the
Swan & Cygnet, whether Asdale Road or Denby
Dale, no quarter given or asked, the last bit of
evening fun before a pint or three.
All welcome, just bring a grimace and a smile.

Tour De Yorkshire

News

A team
adventures

The ever successful Tour De
Yorkshire this May saw major
teams and riders ride on routes and
segments well known to some of
our riders! Club members took part
in the Maserati sportive and a few
Calder Clarion Jerseys were
spotted on the live television feed
at KOM Stage Côte de Lofthouse…
one club member didn’t feel this
climb was quite enough of a
challenge!
Tour De Yorkshire is set to return on
3rd - 6th May 2018. There will be
eight start and finish destinations at
the race, with the women's race
extending to two days (taking place
on 3rd and 4th May). Routes will be
announced on 5th December.
Right: Mark Holden showcases his
cycling style to onlooking spectators
Below Left: Howard Thomason at the TDY
Maserati sportive
Below right: Edward Kingston, Jason Grove,
Ross Burton, Kevin Ward & Neil Hargreaves at
Côte de Lofthouse

The A riders have had a
busy schedule this year, in
addition to their Sunday rides,
members have organised
overseas trips including
The Tour of Flanders, and a
weekend trip to Holland.
They’ve even been spotted on
television amongst the crowds at
Tour De Yorkshire!
Tour of Flanders:
(Top) Tim Redfern & Martin Price on the Muur.
(Left) Jason Grove riding up the Muur Gerrasburg.
(Below)Tim Redfern, Jason Grove, Jonny Croston &
Martin Price on the Muur.

Gary Phillis, Jason Grove &
Ross Burton (& Steve
Hastings) in Holland.

This preparation saves me a lot of stress on the
day, and allows me to concentrate on other
aspects during the ride. I have safety at heart, so
I always look to use routes that avoid busy
roads where possible. And, if I do stumble upon
any rough road or uncomfortable gradient, I'll
make sure to tweak the route for next time. I
always listen and try to learn, so if anybody has
any feedback, reservations, or ride ideas, please
don’t hesitate to let me know. I’m considerate
and adaptable, I can change things accordingly.

Taking the lead | Sunday C
By Lorien James

“99.7... 99.8... 99.9... woo-hoo!!!”. Carolyn Stead’s countdown and jubilation as we hit the 100 mile mark,
was the highlight of the summer for me. If it amused me, it certainly bemused the hoards of Featherstone
Rovers fans who we passed at the time!
There have been a few highlights over the past 6
months. New destinations and some nice away
days (courtesy of the Smiths) have added variety
and kept things ticking along nicely. I’ve noticed
everybody’s getting faster too!
Succeeding Mike in May was a huge honour for
me. However, the timing wasn’t ideal. I’d suffered
more seizures earlier in the year, and the anxiety
as I awaited a full diagnosis, was crippling. I’d not
been out with the club for 2 months and the ‘what
ifs’ were starting to get to me, I doubted if I could
ever ride a bike freely again. I toiled with this,
then suddenly the captaincy role was asked of me.
I didn’t feel I was ready (in context), but at the
same time it felt like a duty - the club needed
someone. I’d already agreed to lead Mike’s
‘leaving ride’ to the Oil Can, and I was finally put
on medication the day beforehand. The meds
acted as a placebo that day, but I'm sure they're
working for me now - stopping any glitches that
may otherwise occur. I haven’t looked back since.
The rides I’ve led throughout the summer have
perhaps been a reaction to what I’ve been
through, I lost a chunk of 2016 to the same
condition, so feelings of ‘making up for the lost
time’ and ‘making the most of things’ have been a
driving force. Everybody has a crisis from time to
time, and from personal experience I know how
difficult it can be to return after a setback. But,
there’s also been pressure to build on what Mike
started, so keeping things interesting for
everybody has also been my goal.

Some people have said they've felt ‘daunted’ by
some of my routes, but I don’t want them to feel
this way. I want to deliver C-rides that provide a
sense of reward for everyone. Whether it be a
notable climb, a 100 miler or an iconic
destination, I want to make our rides memorable.
And in doing so, I hope that things seem more
achievable for everyone too!

“I want to deliver
C-rides that provide
a sense of reward
for everyone.”
I don’t want anybody to be afraid of the routes
because we’ll get through them together. These
are club rides and we’re only as fast as our
slowest rider. And, there’s no shame in holding
anybody up - because we all have days when we
struggle. You’ve come out on a ride - and that in
itself, is commendable!
From Haworth to Spurn Point, most of my routes
have included roads that I’ve never been down.
I’ve always been curious to discover new routes
and I’m not afraid to try them. I devise these
routes through research and refinement. I don’t
have time to recce them, but I Google street view
junctions, make notes and memorise every turn.

I plan to expand on these routes next year,
taking us to new places and providing more
experiences. So, more of the same from late
spring! In the meantime, the shorter winter
rides will still provide a freshness here and
there!
I’d like to thank everybody for their company
over the past few months. Honourable mentions
go to Ian and Fran Smith for a few things.
They’ve led in my absence, organised away
days, provided roadside mechanics and have
been very helpful at times with middle and
back marking. They’re very much part of the
club fabric! Michael Darlison’s helpfulness
stands out too. I can often hear him conveying
information up and down the line, which helps
everyone. He sometimes back marks for me
too. His determination and resolve, in light of
his knees, also impresses me. He’s been on

every hilly ride that I’ve done, which is
something to be admired. Andy Ashmore’s
cameo on the 100 miler helped me alot on the
day. With a 20-strong field, I needed help
with splits for rider safety. It’s hard for me to
communicate from the front with such a big
group, but he recognised the issue, rode up to
me and said what he was going to do. He did
this on his own initiative and over a good
distance, helping to protect others too who may
have been tiring in the Trent valley headwind.
I like to think that I repaid him with a cameo of
our own last month, gatecrashing his wedding
with a ride-by!
In other dispatches, John Clarke's ability
to repeatedly crash and carry on is proof that
he's indestructible. I'm in awe! I'd also like
to congratulate Lewis Smith and Ben Grove for
their astonishing progress this year, remarkable
achievements! Well done to both of you!
So, thank you to those and countless others (I
feel it’s important to stress the latter), it’s all
appreciated!
Here’s to more good times!
Lorien.

TOP LEFT: Shibden Wall, BOTTOM: Selby on
Remembrance Sunday, Spurn Point and Howarth.

Ride with | Calder Ladies
“ultimately our aim
is to always keep
things fun”

2017 has seen more Calder ladies competing in various events with a very
encouraging number taking part in the Calder Tens and Hill Climb.
• The hill climb saw Fran Smith, Carol O’Connor & Holly Kitching with Clare
Plumstead holding her lead for the second year running.
• National Clarion Road Race – Holly Kitching first Calder lady (& 3rd overall),
4th was Fran Smith
• Sturgess League – first Calder was lady Fran Smith (6th overall).
• Rosey James has good results in cyclocross
• Track & Turf ladies circuit saw Lisa Grove take First place, with Fran Smith in 3rd.
• Other Clarion ladies have undertaken various Sportive Rides including
Yorkshire Lass and Selby 3 Swans, Prudential ride London 100 miles.
• Club 100 – we had a good turn out for our first club century ride, a big
achievement.
• Carol O’Connor continues to go from strength to strength competitively with
some impressive times in Time Trials at 10, 25 and 50 milers. She's also leads
the Standards league and looks like she can't be beaten -Well done Carol!

The ladies group was established in
April of 2015, the result of an idea
by Clare Plumstead and Carolyn
Stead. At that time, we realised that
the club was very male dominant
and, although there were a few lady
riders, none that rode together as an
official group. Together we created
the Clarion Ladies group.
Initially, we would meet at the Bingley Arms (in between myself and Clare's house). On our very first Clarion Ladies ride
we had five cyclists, including myself, Clare, Meghan Hoyle, Rebecca Mulready and Lisa Grove.
Week by week, we have grown in numbers and through word of mouth and advertising ourselves on social media, the
group has evolved into what it is today. It is a pleasure to have new members join us, 2017 in particular has seen a lot of
new ladies ride with us. Over the warmer months, we re-started the transition group and created a cycle maintenance
session for new members who wish to gain confidence in their group riding skills. Some of our ladies have moved on from
the group along the way, some moving to pastures new, health issues or change in commitments, we wish them all the very
best.
We strongly believe we should ride for fun, pleasure, enjoyment, for fitness and a social element. Understandably we all
have different abilities, some are good on hills, some good on the flat, some very good at endurance, but ultimately our aim
is to always to keep things fun! We look forward to cycling into 2018 with regulars and new members.
Carolyn Stead, Ladies Captain

Sharon Goulding at London
Prudential Ride 100 where she raised
£410 for NRAS

Lucie Jones and Clare Plumstead at AECOM 100

Transition Rides
The reintroduction of the transition rides over the summer months proved to be a successful move.
Led by Lucie Jones and Lorien James with regular support from Calder Clarion members, the rides
are ideal for cyclists who may not have ridden for a while, want longer to work on their training and
increase stamina or want to join the club but would like more confidence riding as a group.
To complement the transition rides, Fran Smith ran monthly Calder Ladies beginner/track night at
St Thomas a Beckett School. These sessions gave riders a chance to spend time on the track going
through gears, group riding etc. then putting practice to theory out on the road.
Transition rides and beginner track sessions will recommence in April.

Sandie Wood at
Yorkshire Lass

Battlefields Tour | Flanders
Fran and Ian Smith organised a group cycling tour joined by Carolyn and John Stead, Graham Stead
and Lorien James, to visit the WWI battlefields of Flanders to pay respects and to honour the bravery
and courage of those lost during World War One. The cycling tour was based in Ypres, with daily
rides out to visit the battle sites. Here’s how they got on…

Day three 30 miles | Ypres to Passchendaele

Day four 30 miles | The underground war

Taking the route along the canal, we visited Yorkshire
Regiment and Field Dressing Station (where John
McCrae wrote In Flanders Fields). From there we went
to the German cemetery, Langemark. Here the
gravestones are laid flat with up to 4 to 6 to a plot.

Today’s ride we explored the craters within the region
including the famous Hill 60 and caterpillar craters along
with the pool of peace. These are reminders of the
underground tunnels that were dug and then detonated in
order to destroy German lines. The pool of peace is one of
the craters which is now naturally filled with water.

Tyne Cott has almost
12,000 graves and over
34,000 names to the
missing that they didn't
have room for on the
Menin Gate. It is the
largest commonwealth
military cemetery in the
world. At Menin Gate,
there are 54,896 names
to the missing, with no
known grave. It is difficult imagine the sheer volume of
graves we saw, of what we did see was a humbling sight.
The day culminated in Ian, Carolyn and Lorien laying a
wreath of poppies at Menin Gate at the last post
ceremony in remembrance of those who lost their lives in
the war,. This ceremony has been held every evening
since its unveiling in 1927.

Day five 30 miles | Ypres to Poperinge
our respects to Nelly Spindler
We cycled out to Poperinge where we visited the execution
posts where soldiers were shot for desertion.
From there we went on to visit Nelly Splinder’s grave. A
nurse from Wakefield who died whilst on duty caring for the
wounded, she was the only civilian in that area that was
buried with full military honours. A poignant moment for
Fran and Carolyn both from nursing backgrounds.
We visited the Ploegsteert, famous for the 1914 Christmas
Truce. (See top left).

Day one 70miles | Wakefield to Zeebrugge
Our journey began in Wakefield, where we had to
make our way Hull, ever conscious of not missing
our ferry (thoughts of the nice cold beer on the
boat was encouragement enough!).

Carolyn Stead, Clare & Stephen Plumstead, John Stead,
Fran & Ian Smith, Lorien James

After a calm crossing, we arrived in the port of
Zeebrugge where our cycling adventure was to
begin.

Day six 46 miles & Day seven 70 miles |
Our journey home

Day two 46 miles | Zeebrugge to Ypres via Bruges

After glorious weather all week, we were met by rain in
Bruges for the end of our journey. Luckily we found a cafe
near the port and eventually (after much persuasion) the
owner made us some cheese toasties!

After spending a few hours visiting in Bruges, we
cycled to Ypres where we joined Clare and
Stephen Plumstead.
Ypres was a scene of major fighting with many
changes in the front line throughout the war. The
medieval town has been rebuilt, the cloth hall
which was badly damaged is now the Flanders
Field Museum. As is the Calder Clarion custom,
we ended the days ride with a few beers.

Ian, Carolyn and Lorien laying a
wreath of poppies at the last post
ceremony in remembrance of those
who lost their lives in the war.

The ferry journey had us reminiscing over the last few days
and the sights we saw, the heavy rain from Hull to Wakefield
didn’t dampen the experience. We were left feeling humbled
to see the sights of in battlefields in Flanders, but were
feeling appreciative of the company of each other on this
journey.

“one of the happiest phases
of my life – and the making
of many new friends”

Life after
Calder Clarion
By Mike Hopkins

Ride with | Calder Vets
By John Clarke
Calder Clarion
Veterans Group
(over 60s) was
formed in March
2017.
The Calder Veterans are a small friendly group of up to 6 riders and have managed to
meet regularly throughout the year. Although these rides are organised by the Calder
Veteran cyclists, it is their policy that all are welcome as long as they’re happy to
accept the steady pace!
Lasting for around 1 1/2 - 2 hours, the rides are usually lead by John Clarke with help
from Simon Law and Jim Graham. Routes are determined on the day and may
change en route but always aim for a post ride cafe stop towards the end of the ride.
Rides leave every Wednesday, 10am from Thorne's Park car park.
The Calder Veterans rides will take a break at the end of November and will resume
in March 2018.

By Mike Hopkins
I vividly remember my first ride with Calder Clarion – I turned
up on a Sunday morning in September 2013 on the back of
having just completed a ride from Lands End to John o’
Groats (LeJog). So I thought I was quite fit and opted to go with
another three guys who “We’re off to do some hills” and I
thought – “I can do that, I’ve just ridden 1000 miles in two
weeks”. What could possibly go wrong? I’ll tell you – Strines
Moor, the Snake pass and Holme Moss!! 72 miles later they
dragged me back to the finish and exhausted broken wreck. I
went straight home, went to bed and slept for three hours.

But life moves on and so did I. Many members will know Fiona,
my partner who I met cycling that LeJog in 2013 and had cycled
with the club many times on her visits north to see me. Well in
June this year she made an honest man of me and we set up
home together in Malvern, Worcestershire. Another life
changing moment brought about by cycling and probably the
best one of my life. But of course it meant leaving my friends at
the Calder Clarion so a double edged sword but one that I was
happy to grasp. Especially as I was able to hand over the mantle
of C ride leader to Loz!

Fortunately, that did not put me off and I became a member of
the club and struggled to keep up for several weeks but got
fitter. Then in the November I went to the AGM and when
Committee nominations came around I sort of volunteered to be
the “Recorder” without really knowing what that was – after
doing it for three years I still wasn’t sure but with the help of
Richard Hancock and George Masson I managed to organise the
medals and presentation ceremony; and enjoyed every minute!

So what is (cycling) life in Malvern like? One word – HILLY!
We live on the side of the Malvern Hills so that whichever way
we go there are hills – at the beginning, middle and end. Fiona
and I have a favourite short ride for an hour or so on a summer
evening which is a circuit of the hills, a cuppa at the café at
British Camp and a drink at the Nags Head at the end – what’s
not to like? I have already made some good friends but not
joined a club yet. We cycle the usual 40-50 miles on a Sunday
morning going into Gloucestershire and the Cotswolds (more
hills!) and you will know from my Facebook page that I have
also taken up mountain biking (the scary “dark side”).

But as time went on I realised that to get the most out of cycling
I needed to cycle with others nearer my ability – ie slower! So I
started the “transition group” which ran for a couple of years
and started a new phase in my life. A lot of people were
apparently thinking the same as me and wanted to cycle with a
group but not to race along with the “big boys”! That lead to the
formation of the C Ride and one of the happiest phases of my
life – and the making of many new friends; too many to mention
but they know who they are.

But I will always remember my early days of cycling with
Calder Clarion and the many friends I made – hope to see you
either on a ride up in Wakefield or you are very welcome in
Malvern.

Cafe
Stops
Cusworth Hall Tea Room Near Doncaster
DN5 7TU
Set on a country estate, Cusworth Hall is free to
the general public. It has an atmospheric Tea
Room that serves a broad range of food to cater
for us all. They even serve beer and prosecco
too! The only drawback is that part of the floor is
cobbled - so be careful with your cleats! But
otherwise, it's a great place. They're open on
Sunday too - which is a bonus!

Brayton Farm Shop
Near Selby YO8 9LB
Set in the outskirts of Selby, this cafe offers
pretty much everything - from bacon
sandwiches to some rather large pork pies. It's
spacious and offers good value for money. The
staff are very friendly and helpful. If you ring
them in advance they'll set a table - and they'll
even do this the night before!

Eight cyclists have gained medals
this year by completing in three
events in diﬀerent cycling
disciplines to a minimum of bronze.
Those not completing three events,
have gained standards of gold,
silver, bronze or club in at least one
event. These are awarded as
medals or standards at the club
dinner/award ceremony in February
(date to be confirmed).

Results update | 2017

And finally…
This issue features the Grove
Family who’ve had lots of
cycling achievements this year,
including winning places at the
Track and Turf event, overseas
trips including epic climbs to
Formentor Lighthouse in
Mallorca.
Father and son climbs up the
‘Côte’ de Midhopestones at
Tour De Yorkshire and just to
keep the legs spinning they had
a day out riding to the top of the
White Horse Climb at Kilburn
Moor.

Its a very close battle between
Carol O'Connor and Steve
Hancock to become Standards
champ 2017. Current standings are
all available on the club website.
More details on this will be covered
in the next issue of Calder News.

✴
nts

Eve
2017!

Our Christmas party
will be on Friday 15th
December at The
Swan & Cygnet,
7pm. With over 50
people attending its
set to be a great start
to the festive season!

There will be a Secret Santa
to a maximum value of £10, we will have a
mystery gift swap during dinner.

Oh what fun
it is to ride…
Santa hats, reindeer, an
elf or two, tinsel and
fairy lights…its nearly
time for the Calder
Christmas Ride!
Setting oﬀ at 9am from Thornes Park on
Sunday 17th December we’ll be heading to
Lotherton Hall, followed with a post ride buﬀet
after at The Cricketers Arms, Horbury. Buﬀet is
£5 per head with any additional funds being
donated to charity.
Boxing Day Ride a short ride to Canon Hall Farm
to burn oﬀ some of the Christmas Day excesses.
Details to be confirmed prior to the date.
New Years Day Ride hangovers permitting…
A 2018 schedule of rides will be available towards
the end of the year and will be available on the
club website and Facebook group page.

I.C.E CARD
Carrying a First Aid kit (albeit small)
during a ride isn't something that
will appeal to many of us.
Many people have smartphones that require a PIN number to access them,
and if something does happen, it makes things easier if details are quickly
accessible for emergency services or fellow club members.
Lorien James, C captain has produced club in case of emergency (ICE)
cards which can easily be stored in your wallet / saddle bag.
For your ICE card please contact Lorien.

